Indlela or uhambo? Translator style in Mandela’s autobiography

One of the aspects that concerns translation scholars most is the question of the translator’s style. It was realised that little research had been undertaken investigating the individual style of literary translators in terms of what might be distinct about their language usage. Consequently, a methodological framework for such an investigation was suggested. Subsequently considerable research has been conducted on style in the European languages. However, the same cannot be said about African languages. This article proposes a corpus-driven study of translators’ style, comparing isiXhosa and isiZulu translations of Mandela’s Long Walk to Freedom by Mtuze and Ntuli, both published in 2001. The target texts are compared with each other focusing on the use of italics, loan words and expansions and contractions as features that distinguish the two translators. The source text was used not to evaluate the target texts but to understand the translators’ choices. ParaConc Multilingual Concordancer was used to align the source text and its target texts for easy examination. The results revealed that the fact that the two translators were dealing with an autobiography did not deter them from displaying their personal imprints as creative writers.

Introduction

No translation is an exact copy of its original, no matter how faithfully the translator attempts the translation (Mikhailov & Villikka 2001:378). Mikhailov and Villikka further assert that even if two translators translate the same text ‘as faithfully to the original as possible’, the result would be ‘two clearly different translations’. This is owing to the fact that each person employs his or her own idiolect (Landers 2001:90). It has been widely argued in translation studies that literary translators should adhere to the style of the original author (Chesterman 1997; Landers 2001; Nida & Taber 1974). Landers (2001:49–52) argues against this notion because in his view, products of such a practice are awkward and incomprehensible. He is of the opinion that translators should decide what kind of text they want to create and whether they want to be visible or not. To him, producing a text that ‘leaves as little evidence as possible’ of the translation process is what translators strive for (Landers, 2001:49). He views the translator as the person in control of the process, the decision maker. Jones (2011:143–144) draws attention to the fact that there is tension among translation scholars regarding this issue. Some advocate for replicating the style of the author, while others argue that translators are writers in their own right and inevitably leave their mark. He further asserts that literary translation is a manipulative exercise because it involves issues of identity and ideology, which influence the translator’s decision-making and style of writing (Jones 2011:156–157).
It has also been argued that autobiographies are not only sensitive or intimate texts (Brierley 2000) but also historical artefacts that should be translated as faithfully to the original as possible (Aurell 2006; Honey 2006). However, this is very difficult to achieve since translators are individuals with unique thinking patterns (Landers 2001:90). When considering the fact that translation is a cognitive process which involves decoding, encoding and decision-making (Albir and Alves 2009; Hewson & Martin 1991; Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 2010), the final product cannot be the same as the original. Every translator aims to achieve fluency; as a result, they make decisions that will ensure that they achieve this goal (Landers 2001). These decisions manifest themselves through the mode of expression they select, which sometimes reveals itself through certain patterns. It is against this background that the researchers decided to explore the style of the two translators who translated Mandela’s autobiography. They wanted to discover how the translators dealt with the book as a literary text and autobiography. The question this study therefore seeks to answer is: What kind of decisions did the latter make and what kind of recurring patterns that distinguish the two translators can be identified from their translations?

The aim of this paper is to present a comparative study of these translators’ styles. Style in translation is revealed by the choices translators make during the translation process (Baker 2000). The focus of the study is therefore placed on the identification of recurring features of translator style exhibited by choices made by Peter Mtuze and Bheki Ntuli in their renderings of Mandela’s Long Walk to Freedom into isiXhosa and isiZulu as Indlela ende eya enkululekweni and Uhambo olude oyaya enkululekweni, respectively. Long Walk to Freedom was translated into four South African languages, that is, Afrikaans, isiXhosa, isiZulu and Sesotho sa Leboa. isiXhosa, isiZulu and Sesotho sa Leboa are three of the previously marginalised languages of South Africa, which together with eight others such as the formerly dominant Afrikaans and English now constitute the 11 official languages of the democratic South Africa.

The authors first present a brief biographical sketch scrutinising the translators. The second section presents the definition of style followed by a review of existing literature on translator style and the theoretical framework underpinning the study. A concise description of the methodology followed in the analysis is outlined; thereafter, the interpretation of the findings is discussed. The conclusion is then presented by way of a summary.

Biographical sketches of the translators

Prof. P.T. Mtuze

Prof. Mtuze is a well-known Xhosa writer who started writing at a young age, whilst still at school. Nokele (2011) noted that his writings cover many genres: short stories, novels, drama, poetry and translations. He also wrote his autobiography, An alternative struggle: an illustrated autobiography, which was published in 2007. Mention should be made of Mandela’s Long Walk to Freedom which he translated as Indlela ende eya enkululekweni as being the best amongst his translations. Most of his books were prescribed for schools and have also been converted into braille for the blind. He received awards from the national and Eastern Cape provincial departments of Sport, Arts and Culture for his contribution to isiXhosa literature. Prof. Mtuze started his working life as a court interpreter in the previous government’s Justice Department. He also worked for the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) Radio Xhosa as an announcer in 1969 and was later appointed as Director of Language Services in the [then] Ciskei government. As an academic, he started out as an isiXhosa lecturer in the Department of African Languages at the University of South Africa in 1985 where he taught until 1988, retiring as professor and head of the Department of African Languages at Rhodes University in 2006. He is currently the Publications Co-ordinator for Vivlia Publishers and Booksellers in King William’s Town and serves as an ecclesiastical canon in the Anglican Diocese of Grahamstown.

Prof. D.B.Z. Ntuli

Prof. Ntuli is a retired professor from the University of South Africa (UNISA). He started working at UNISA in 1967 as a language assistant, eventually retiring from academia in 1999, holding the position of professor and head of the isiZulu section in the Department of African Languages. Before he joined the UNISA staff, he worked for SABC as an announcer from 1964 to 1967. Prof. Ntuli is a renowned isiZulu writer, has published a number of works including novels, dramas, short stories, poetry and essays, and is well known for his short stories and essays (Mabuza 2000) for which he won the BW Vilakazi Award. Ntuli is also a distinguished translator who won the South African Translators’ Institute Prize for Outstanding Translation in 2003, for translating the book under discussion, Long Walk to Freedom as Uhambo olude oyaya enkululekweni. Furthermore, he is also one of the translators who translated Kabhlali Gibran’s The Prophet into the South African indigenous languages of isiXhosa, isiZulu, Sesotho, Setswana, Sesotho sa Leboa and Xitsonga. His translation of The Prophet into isiZulu is known as Umpholofethi (2003). His latest translation is that of the famous Lewis Carroll’s children’s book Alice in Wonderland into isiZulu, which is known as U-Alice Ezweni Lezimanga (2014), and he is much esteemed for his exceptional contribution to isiZulu literature (Mabuza 2000:389). He is now a freelance reviewer, editor and translator for various publishers.

As is evident from these biographies, both translators have a wealth of experience as writers and translators in their respective languages. They are both very well educated and both have academic backgrounds at the professorial level. It is therefore interesting to note the similarity between their career paths as language specialists.

Style

Nida and Taber (1974:207) define style as ‘the patterning of choices made by a particular author within the resources and limitations of language and literary genre in which he is working’. They also maintain that style ‘gives a text its uniqueness’. Landers (2001:90) explains it as ‘a characteristic
mode of expression’ displayed by the translator, whether consciously or unconsciously. The emphasis is on patternning of choices rather than one-off occurrences (Baker 2000:245; Munday 2008). Bakhtin (1981:276 in Munday 2008) makes a very important point when he points out that ‘any utterance – oral or written … can reflect the individuality of the speaker (or writer); that is, it possesses individual style’. These definitions also highlight the visibility of the translator that has been advocated by Venuti (1986). Venuti argues that translators should make themselves visible by applying strategies that would make their intervention in the text recognisable. By so doing, they display their individual styles.

The definition that has been adopted in this paper is that of Saldanha (2011) which she adapted from Short’s (1996 in Saldanha 2011:28) definition of authorial writing and thereafter applied to translation. Saldanha argues that identifying translator style is more complex than identifying authorial style because there is always a link with or reference to the original author or text. Saldanha (2011:31) proposes the following definition:

A ‘way of translating’ which:

• is felt to be recognisable across a range of translations by the same author,
• distinguishes the translator’s work from that of others, constitutes a coherent pattern of choice,
• is ‘motivated’, in the sense that it has a discernible function or functions, and
• cannot be explained purely with reference to the author or source text style, or as a result of linguistic constraints.

The last point of her definition sets it apart from other definitions like that of Boase-Beier (2006), for example. Boase-Beier (2006:5) proposes four viewpoints from which style in translation can be considered:

• the style of the source text as an expression of its author’s choices,
• the style of the source text in its effects on the reader (and on the translator as reader),
• the style of the target text as an expression of choices made by its author (who is the translator), and
• the style of the target text in its effects on the reader.

Boase-Beier’s approach places emphasis on the text instead of the translator while Saldanha’s definition emphasises the fact that the style of the author is not used as a yardstick but as a reference to confirm the translator’s shifts. Its use is optional.

This paper represents an attempt to reveal stylistic patterns in translated texts. By focusing on and comparing the isiXhosa and isiZulu translations of Long Walk to Freedom, the study adds an African perspective to the existing literature on corpus-based studies of translators’ styles.

Before analysing the styles of the two translators, it is necessary to briefly mention the theoretical framework underpinning this study.

Theoretical framework

This study is guided by the Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS) and functionalist theories. These theories were propounded at more or less the same time as a result of dissatisfaction with the prescriptive equivalence-based theories of translation. Both these theories advocate for target-oriented translation. The aim of DTS theorists was to describe translation phenomena and to encourage the inclusion of the target culture and socio-political characteristics of the target audience (Toury 1980, 1995). Proponents of this approach examine a corpus of authentic texts in an attempt to understand the nature of the texts and the constraints operating on them. In this article, the researchers aim to determine the styles of the translators by describing the techniques they adopted, in line with Toury’s (1982:24) assertion that ‘descriptive studies are actually the best means of testing, refuting, and especially amending and modifying the underlying theory’.

Being a form of communication, translations are regarded as having a ‘skopos’ (Vermeer 2000), a term coined by Hans Vermeer referring to the aim or purpose of a translation. The functionalists view translation as a human action with a purpose. It is therefore this function of the text in the target system that determines the translation process, that is, which translation strategies can be adopted (Nord 1997). The translator is regarded as ‘the’ expert in the translational action to carry out these functions (Vermeer 2000:228). There are four text functions that were identified by functionalist theorists, that is, the referential function, which has the informative function as a sub-function, the expressive, the phatic and the appellative functions. As experts, the initiators of the translational act entrust translators with the responsibility of carrying out the translation functions.

The biographical background of the translators that is provided in the Prof. PT Mtuze and Prof. DBZ Ntuli sections above confirms that the translators under investigation are experts. According to Mtuze (2003:141), the translation of Long Walk to Freedom was initiated by Vivlia Publishers towards the end of 1999. Although the purpose of the translation is not clearly stipulated in Mtuze’s report, it is assumed that it was meant to inform all South Africans about the struggles against the apartheid government as reflected in Mandela’s life story. In his article, Mtuze (2003:141) mentions that all four translators, that is, Krog (Afrikaans), Mtuze (isiXhosa), Ntuli (isiZulu) and Serudu (Sesotho sa Leboa), held a meeting with Mandela to discuss certain cultural aspects they would come across in the translation process. This shows that they were concerned about their responsibility for translating the text as well as wanting to avoid misinterpretation of anything. They did not want to transgress the loyalty principle (Nord 1997) and misrepresent the author. They as ‘the experts’ had to decide how they would translate and fulfil the informative function of the text.

The following section outlines the studies that have been conducted on translator style in order to place this study in context.
Translator’s thumbprint

The question of translator style was introduced by Baker (2000). After noticing the general preoccupation with the style of a literary writer and acknowledging that translators are writers in their own right, she became interested in finding a way to reveal the distinctive style of a literary translator. She was aware that translators are individuals with unique personalities which may manifest themselves in their translations. She argues that it is impossible to produce a stretch of language without leaving one’s ‘fingerprints’ on it (Baker 2000:244). This concurs with Herman’s notion (1996) that there is a translator’s voice in every translation (in Boase-Beier 2006). Baker (2000:245) defined style as ‘a kind of thumb-print that is expressed in a range of linguistic – as well as non-linguistic – features’. She further explains that style may encompass, among other issues, consistent use of specific translation strategies, glossing and manner of expression. The aim of her paper was to propose a methodology for identifying consistent stylistic characteristics that could be attributed to the translator. She proposed a corpus-based investigation where the researcher would study and compare certain patterns displayed by translators and then establish whether the patterns identified could be found in other works translated by the same translator. This was achieved by exploring the use of the English reporting verb SAY and its variations by Peter Clark and Peter Bush in their translations. In her findings, she noted that Clark used SAY more frequently, especially its past tense form, than Bush. This, she argues, could be attributed to the influence of the source language which is Arabic. She used the British National Corpus and Translational English Corpus as her control corpora. Since Baker’s (2000) publication, numerous studies investigating elements of individual translators’ styles have been published.

Mikhailov and Villikka (2001) conducted research to determine whether translators do have ‘stylistic fingerprints’. They compared fiction texts originally written in Russian with their Finnish translations. They collected a corpus of texts originally written by the same author and other authors in Russian and compared these with Finnish translations of different texts by the same translator as well as translations of the same text by different translators. They used richness of vocabulary, frequent words, word, sentence and paragraph counts and favourite words as their basis of comparison. With regard to vocabulary and frequent words, they discovered that these were not reliable indicators of individual style as the translators tended to stick to the source text. However, they found that ‘the use of modal words, particles, conjunctions, grammar forms, etc., as well as splitting or joining sentences and paragraphs and expanding or shortening the text’ can be taken as indicators of personal features (2001:383).

In 2004 and 2007, Winters conducted two separate studies to determine features of translator style in the translation of Fitzgerald’s The Beautiful and Damned as Die Schönen und Verdammten. The novel was translated into German by two translators, Renate Orth-Guttmann and Hans-Christian Oeser in 1998. In her first study (Winters 2004), she explored the use of loan words and code switches. In her second study (Winters 2007), she investigated the use of speech–act report verbs as features of translator style. Both studies were corpus based. In her investigation of the use of loan words and code switches, Winters used WordSmith Tools and Multiconc concordancers to interrogate her data. WordSmith Tools was used to obtain key words, frequency lists and concordance lists while Multiconc was useful for producing parallel concordances of the translations. In her findings, Winters revealed that Orth-Guttmann preferred to germanise loan words whilst Oeser tended to code switch. In other words, Orth-Guttmann tends to domesticate whilst Oeser is inclined to keep the foreign words.

As in her analysis of loan words and code switching, Winters used WordSmith Tools and Multiconc to facilitate the scrutiny of speech–act report verbs. She discovered that Oeser preferred lexical repetition whilst Orth-Guttmann avoided it. Orth-Guttmann, she noticed, exercised her creativity by employing a greater variety of verbs whilst Oeser was inclined to repeat verbs that appear in the source text. Both studies undertaken by Winters confirm that no two translators can produce identical translations because each has a different personality which influence their translation style.

Translator style manifests itself in various ways. A pilot study conducted by Kamenická in 2007 revealed that an ‘explicitation profile’ can be used to distinguish translators and thus contribute to identifying translators’ individual styles. Kamenická utilised a parallel corpus of translations based on Halliday’s language metafunctions: experiential, logical, interpersonal and textual. The focus of comparison was on measuring the frequency, distribution and variability of explicitation phenomena in the translations of two novels: David Lodge’s Small World by A. Pídal and John Cheever’s Falconer by R. Nenadál. Her definition of an explicitation profile includes implication since this is usually studied alongside explicitation (Kamenická 2007:118).

Adding to the existing literature, Munday (2008) explored Harriet de Onis’s translation, amongst others, focusing on the use of condensed pre-modifiers, a variety of verbs or process forms and prosodic elements. He also studied ideological intervention when examining lexical choices, demonstrating that stylistic choices and ideological orientation do contribute to a translator’s individual style.

In 2010, Pekkanen conducted a very thought-provoking research in which she confirmed the position adopted by earlier studies that argued it is possible to talk about translators’ style. She studied translations undertaken by Saarikoski, Maton, Mäkinen and Linturi of different novels from English into Finnish. Her findings demonstrated how translation shifts reveal the individual style of a translator. She also proposed a framework for identifying translator style where the researcher investigates the micro-level data and the effects thereof at the macro-level. Pekkanen drew attention to the fact that translator style cannot be interrogated by computer software alone, owing to the different structures.
of languages. The software may not be able to recognise inflected lexical items found in certain languages.

The studies cited above underscore the fact that translators do tend to leave a personal imprint on the texts they manipulate and that to a large extent it is possible to identify such characteristics. Observable in these studies is the fact that they are corpus based. Most of them used two types of corpora: the core corpus which consisted of translations under investigation and a control corpus, which served as a reference to confirm the personal imprint. The present study differs from these studies in that it does not employ a control corpus because the focus of style is limited to the translation of Nelson Mandela’s autobiography by the two translators. The researchers believe that if ‘style is inextricably intertwined with one’s idiolect’ (Landers 2001:90), this research is legitimate and a control corpus is not necessary; hence, the first point in Saldanha’s definition of style (par 3) has not been considered. The study will provide fresh evidence of translator style to the existing corpus-based studies.

The section that follows presents the method of analysis that was adopted.

Methodology

For the present study, the authors compiled a corpus, which consisted of the aforementioned isiXhosa and isiZulu translations of Nelson Mandela’s Long Walk to Freedom, entitled Indlela ende eya enkululekweni and Uhambo olude oluye enkululekweni. The original text was used for reference.

The authors proposed a data-driven approach to the study, aiming to uncover patterns that distinguish between the two translations. Barlow’s (2001) ParaConc Concordancer which produces parallel concordances was used for ease of analysis. The three texts, that is, the English original and the isiXhosa and isiZulu translations, were aligned by sentence. For the purposes of this study, just part eight and nine were uploaded on ParaConc for analysis. Although all three texts could be uploaded on ParaConc software, the researchers were able to view only two texts at a time, the original and one translation. The two translations were also aligned separately.

The graphic in Figure 1 is a window with the English and isiXhosa texts. On the bottom left corner of the window, it is indicated that two parallel texts were uploaded. On the bottom right corner of the window is recorded the number of words for each text, starting with the source text, English text and then the target texts, isiXhosa and isiZulu. Figure 2 illustrates the alignment of the two translations. ParaConc allows the researcher to see instances of search words in the source text on one screen and the parallel sentences in the two translations, as in Figure 3. For the texts to be uploaded on the software programme, they have to be scanned, converted to text format and thoroughly cleaned to remove foreign characters that are created during the conversion process. This takes a great deal of time; as a result, only selected sections of the book were prepared for the software. A manual inspection of the layout of


FIGURE 1: English-isiXhosa parallel texts.
FIGURE 2: IsiXhosa and isiZulu alignment.

FIGURE 3: High organ concordance lines.
the translations was also carried out and this yielded useful data for analysis too. Both methods of analysis have advantages in that concordancers allow quicker and easier analysis, while a manual analysis is not so preoccupied with the results. The isiXhosa and isiZulu texts were given Afrikaans and Swedish labels since ParaConc does not have these languages in its built-in list.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 did not just depict the alignment of the uploaded texts but furnished word count information as well. Looking at the bottom right corner of Figure 1, one notices the word count for each text. The word count for parts eight and nine is 51 149 for the English text; 38 077 for isiXhosa and 37 180 words for isiZulu. Figure 2 portrays the word count of part eight only. From these figures, one notices the difference in word count between the two translations: isiXhosa uses 20 522 and isiZulu 19 775 words. Figure 3 displays the results of the word search for ‘High Organ’. The concordance lines show that this word was rendered as ‘High Organ’ (Sisqgaba esiPhezulu) in isiXhosa, a loan word plus the isiXhosa equivalent in brackets; and as ‘High Organ’ in isiZulu. What cannot be seen from the window are the italicised words. These can only be observed in the hard copy.

When the researchers were looking at the hard copies of the translations, they could note immediately that the book covers have the same design, but there is a slight difference in the title and contents. Mtuze rendered the title Long Walk to Freedom as Indlela ende eya enkululekweni (Long road to freedom) while Ntuli used Uhambo olude oluga enkululekweni (Long walk to freedom), which means the same as the source text. Looking at the page numbers, it was noticed that there is a difference of approximately 20 pages in length between the two translations. This corresponds with the difference in word count that has been noted above. Another difference that was noted is that the isiZulu translation has a translator’s preface, while the isiXhosa one does not. Instead, it contains a brief note on the list of technical terms that appear in the book. This is found at the end of the book. In his preface, Ntuli reports on the challenges he encountered whilst he was translating the autobiography. One of those he mentions, for instance, is that of indigenising loan words but at the same time not adhering strictly to isiZulu orthographic rules. Instead of writing *ihelikhophutha*, he chose to write *ihelikhophtha* because the former does not sound right: ‘kuzwakala kungemnandi’ (Mandela 2001b). Mtuze however reported on the challenges he faced when he was translating the text in the form of a journal article (Mtuze 2003). These differences prompted a more detailed analysis of the texts. The following characteristics were noted and examined: use of loan words for place names and months, loan words in italics plus target equivalents, loan words with paraphrase, use of indigenised words with paraphrase and expansion and deletion.

### Findings and interpretation

This section presents the interpretation of findings.

#### Use of loan words for place names and months

This section provides the incidences of loan words in the isiXhosa and isiZulu translations and the source text. Translating by using loan words is a strategy that can be used to compensate for non-equivalence, that is, when the target language lacks the specific word. With regard to names of places and institutions, Mtuze uses African names in all possible instances while Ntuli keeps to English names. However, it was observed that Ntuli rendered Johannesburg and Durban as eGoli and eThekwini, respectively. Although these are only two examples, they suggest that Mtuze would prefer coming closer to the vocabulary of the target reader whenever possible. It is interesting to note here that both translators used loan words for months of the year when they could have used indigenous names. One can argue that they opted for indigenised loan words in this respect because the latter have been accepted by the speech communities and have become part of their everyday discourse. Hence, they wanted the texts to be more accessible to their target readers. Table 1 portrays the use of loan words.

#### Use of loan words in italics and target equivalent for legal and/or political terms

Here, we discuss the most prominent stylistic feature in the translations, that is, the use of italics and legal and political terms. Both translators used many such words, especially those that had to do with legal and/or political terms. Words of this type are used to compensate for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Mandela</th>
<th>Mtuze</th>
<th>Ntuli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In 1937, when I was nineteen, I joined Justice at Healdtown, the Wesleyan College in Fort Beaufort, about 175 miles southwest of Umtata (p. 42).</td>
<td>Ngwoe-1937 ndilandibudala bulishumi elinesihoba leminyaka nayda kugaleleka kuJustice nesikhwebe, kwikholeli yamaWisle esesisheso, kwemthutha se-175 yeemayale kumzantsi-ntshona woMthatha (p. 36).</td>
<td>Ngo-1937, sengineminyyaka eyishumi nesihayalagolanye, ngaya lapho okwakufunda khona uJustice, eHealdtown, iShishili lamaWesile eltseFort Beaufort, indawo engamayale angu-175 eningizimu-ntshonalanga noMthatha (p. 33).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>On Sundays a group of us would sometimes walk into Alice to have a meal at one of the restaurants in Town (p. 55).</td>
<td>NgceCawa iqela lethu lalithi licha ngeneeya lingele eNdeikeni sisekukhumana isidlo kwenye yeerestrenti zalo doloophu (p. 44).</td>
<td>NqamaSonto isicenu lethu likhe ifihambekile le-eAlice ukuse sisefumela esingakudla ephathumlalo ephathumlalo (p. 42).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Justice had left school the year before and was living in Cape Town (p. 63).</td>
<td>Ulusitse wayeuphume kunyaka ongaphambili esikholeni yaye ehlala ekapa (p. 51).</td>
<td>Ulusitse wayeuphume esikhole ngonyaka owendulela lowo eseshila eCape Town (p. 49).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I raised the matter once more at the national conference in December 1951 (p. 142).</td>
<td>Kodwa nxa nxunjalo ndazingisa ndabya ndawuphakamisa loo mncibi kwikholeji yamaWisile eseNdawuphakamisa noNembende 1951 (p. 112).</td>
<td>Kodwa-kwe nganolokhu ngiphikela, ngalwelele futhi lolu daba uma sekukukwe engcongothetheni kaziwoleso noNembende ngo-1951 (p. 110).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 continues on the next page →
the lack of equivalence in the target language (Baker 2011:33). Using borrowed words is one way of creating new terms or words and is a common strategy for language development. Striking are the different approaches the translators adopted when rendering these terms in their target languages. For example, Mtuze, in most cases, first writes the Act in italics and then gives the equivalent thereof in isiXhosa in brackets. He then uses the italicised English word or phrase alone later and then gives the equivalent thereof in isiXhosa in brackets. It can be argued that Ntuli chose not to italicise the source words (see example 24). In this regard, Pekkanen (2010:51) maintains that individual propensities need not be uniform but may vary or contradict each other. Here, we have two strategies combined: adopting a borrowed word plus an explanation is one of the desire to explain the meaning to the target text reader. This process may be motivated by the translator’s conscious connectives so that the text can flow logically and read easily.

When reading texts are published in any language, usually one notices that foreign words appear in italics. For example, in an English text, French words or phrases are italicised. Ntuli on the other hand starts with the isiZulu expression followed by the English equivalent. The English equivalent is not italicised. This can be noticed throughout the texts as shown in Table 2. The examples cited here are just a small sample of what is in the book.

The following section briefly discusses indigenised loan words plus paraphrase and expansion or contraction as examples of elaboration and simplification. The latter two strategies are some of the features that reveal translator style. Simplification can be defined as the translator’s attempt to make the language of translation more easily understood by the reader. According to Baker (1996 in Moropa 2005:269), simplification involves making matters easier for the reader. It raises the level of explicitness by resolving ambiguity. Three types of simplification have been identified in translation studies: syntactic, stylistic and lexical. Stylistic simplification, which has been observed in this study, entails splitting long sentences in the source text, replacing elaborate phraseology with shorter ones and reducing or deleting redundant information (Laviosa-Braithwaite in Moropa 2011:269). Kruger (2000 in Moropa 2005:11) notes that in South Africa this phenomenon is used frequently in health texts which are aimed at African readers in rural areas. This is not true for health texts only, but for literary and other texts as well, as has been revealed in studies conducted by Moropa (2005, 2011). Moropa (2005) rightfully asserts that translators apply this strategy subconsciously.

Explicitation is the flipside of simplification. Shuttlworth and Cowie (1997:55) define the former as ‘the phenomenon which frequently leads to TT stating ST information in more explicit form than the original’. The translator may add explanatory phrases, spell out implicit information or add connectives so that the text can flow logically and read easily. This process may be motivated by the translator’s conscious desire to explain the meaning to the target text reader.

**Indigenised loan words plus explanation**

Using a borrowed word plus an explanation is one of the strategies for dealing with non-equivalence (Baker 2011). Here, we have two strategies combined: adopting a borrowed word in the target language and then indigenising it, that is, using the target language orthography and coupling it with a paraphrase or explanation. As illustrated in Table 3, Mtuze tends to combine these strategies while
TABLE 2: Use of italics and target equivalents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Mandela</th>
<th>Mtuze</th>
<th>Ntuli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Natives’ Representative Council adjourned in protest (p. 117).</td>
<td>Natives’ Representative Council (a&gt;b)</td>
<td>U'Mkhlandhu Omele AboMabu (NATIVE’S REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What had been more or less de facto was to become relentlessly de jure (p. 127).</td>
<td>Into eyaphantsane kuba de facto (isekeleka ngokwenemeko yeSipuka)</td>
<td>Lesi siyo ehookana eyaphantsa ngokwenemeko yile nje manje sise sishoba semthethweni ubqobo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Malan introduced the Group Areas Act ... (p. 130).</td>
<td>uMhlakanu wafaka iGroup Areas Act (uMthetho woMthetho yokuphila)</td>
<td>uMhlakanu wafaka iGroup Areas Act (uMthetho woMthetho yokuphila)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Apart from the Suppression of Communism Act, two laws passed in 1950 formed the cornerstones of apartheid ... (p. 141).</td>
<td>Ngaphandle kwSuppression of Communism Act (uMthetho wokuphila wokukulukumya)</td>
<td>Ngaphandle kwSuppression of Communism Act (uMthetho wokuphila wokukulukumya)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>On 31 May the Executives of the ANC and the SAIC met in Port Elizabeth and announced that the Defiance Campaign would begin on 26 June ... (p. 146).</td>
<td>Ngomhla wama-31 kulayisikimi ezikulukumya zeANC neSAIC zahlangana ePort Elizabeth zathemba ukuthi wak⇐ekhona.</td>
<td>rhali wamKhakaza nokuthi wak⇐ekhona.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>This strategy came to be known as Mandela-Plan or simply M Plan (p. 167).</td>
<td>Eso sicwangciso saza ethuBhika yMandela Plan (isicotyalo likaMandela)</td>
<td>Leli qhla lungenzi selaasi kwugxulu yMandela-Plan (isicotyalo likaMandela)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>... but I was in a position to draw court pleadings ... (p. 170).</td>
<td>... kodwa ndalondindelwazi ukwenza icourt pleadings (ukuphendula izitholo ezibekayo)</td>
<td>... kodwa ngaphandle iconto wokubaluleko (ndalondindelwazi).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>... was a document in my handwriting called Tenure Act (p. 184).</td>
<td>... ndiyokubonana neNtuli (ukuphendula izitholo ezibekayo)</td>
<td>... ndiyokubonana neNtuli (ukuphendula izitholo ezibekayo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>... ndiyokubonana neNtuli (ukuphendula izitholo ezibekayo)</td>
<td>... kodwa nqaphandle njalo kuhulumeni (ndiyokubonana neNtuli)</td>
<td>... kodwa nqaphandle njalo kuhulumeni (ndiyokubonana neNtuli)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Of the two strategies, one could argue, is for the benefit of the languages with which they co-exist. It has now become languages with which they co-exist.</td>
<td>Eso sicwangciso saza ethuBhika yMandela Plan (isicotyalo likaMandela)</td>
<td>Eso sicwangciso saza ethuBhika yMandela Plan (isicotyalo likaMandela)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Ntuli would either use the loan word in indigenous form or employ a paraphrase. The reason for Mtuze to utilise both strategies, one could argue, is for the benefit of the target reader, to facilitate her or his understanding. It can also be argued that this represents a method of preserving and developing the language. For instance, if the reader did not know the Xhosa word for ‘crayfish’, he or she will be able to deduce it from the translation. It is also interesting to observe that Mtuze chose ‘iферекире’ a word borrowed from Afrikaans ‘веркъер’ (cf. example 5). This illustrates that languages expand their lexicon by borrowing from languages with which they co-exist. It has now become...
common to use borrowed words in ordinary conversation even when the particular word exists in the target language; as a result, the indigenous words tend to be lost. Keeping the original word in the domain benefits the language.

The Zulu translator only uses the loan word or a paraphrase at any one time. One may argue that he does not see the need to combine loan word and explanation since these are in the domain already. Since the word is used more often, the translator possibly did not regard it as necessary to explain further. The fact that the word has been indigenised indicates that it has been accepted by the speech community and has been included as part of the lexicon. Using a paraphrase is another characteristic that distinguishes Ntuli’s style from that of Mtuze.

### Expansion and contraction

Expansion in simple terms means an increase in size. In this study, it refers to a process where the translator adds more words or information in an attempt to facilitate understanding on the part of the reader. Contraction is the opposite. This can be observed in Table 3:

Table 3: Indigenised words plus paraphrase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Mandela</th>
<th>Mtuze</th>
<th>Ntuli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Malan’s platform was known as apartheid (p. 127).</td>
<td>Iqonga likaMalan lalisaziwa ngokuba yaphathethi (ucalulculo) (p. 101).</td>
<td>Isikhali esikulu afika nase uMalan ngesizawa ngokushi ye-apathedi (Apartheid) (p. 99).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>It was an overview of the growth of capitalism as well as socialism (p. 168).</td>
<td>Yayimikrobisa umuntu kwindlela yokukhulu kobukhaptali (ubungxowankulu) nobuso shiyi (p. 131).</td>
<td>Kwakulu kwakubekuzwa ukukhulu kwekhephethathizimvo neseshiyiluzimvo (p. 129).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The PAC presented its manifesto ... (p. 266).</td>
<td>IPA: yabeka elulubala imanifesto (uxwebhu iwenkequbo nezinto eponge kuzo) (p. 209).</td>
<td>sIPAC yethola imanifesto yayo ... (p. 205).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>We were arranged in alphabetical order according to the document. ... (p. 292).</td>
<td>Sasiwelele ngokukundelana ngokwefuthi esihalwe ngayo kwidokethi (ummbuthu oneenkukuza kamatayala ethu) (p. 232).</td>
<td>Sashilelele ngokukundelana ngokwealafethi ngokwedokethi (p. 226).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>... at one point I took a pair of field glasses and could actually see French troops across the border (p. 355).</td>
<td>... nginge iihuba nadhadhahla ifikireki (oomabanakude) zasekmhlosini ndawabonanga amajoni amaFrenshi angaphaya komda (p. 285).</td>
<td>... ngingeni isikhathi ngakwazi ukusebenzisa izibonakude zami ngazi ngawakambisa ngempela amasotha omFrenshi ngalela komdangele (p. 277).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>... which consisted of jogging, running on the spot, push-ups and sit-ups (p. 381).</td>
<td>... nginge ipetishini kufuthi ngamphambi (ukuphathwa ngendlela) (p. 399).</td>
<td>... owakwazi ukuphathwa ngamphambi ngemphakama ngamphakama kanye noklude ngiphezulu esinakho ukuphathwa ngendlela (p. 395).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Later, when I was brought dinner, stiff cold porridge with half a teaspoonful of sugar, I refused to eat it (p. 396).</td>
<td>Ema koko nthihe ndakuziwelele idina (sidlo sosoku), umqo nesingiwelele sethuphonge yasewakile, ndala ukuxiyi (p. 319).</td>
<td>Kamuva, lupho singqishintsha idina, ipaka elibandayo nhofu wethuphatho wena likaFrale, ngalale ngeneqaba ukudele le nto (p. 305).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The bails [sic] had ... a concave porcelain lid on top that could contain water (p. 465).</td>
<td>La mbahakele ... enesiicico esitho futhi seposilina (umndlelo ethihe) ngapheluzo esixakisho ukucina amanzo (p. 375).</td>
<td>Amabhali lana ... buse ku kusiphala nesikhathi (p. 385).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>But like a child who eats his pudding first before his main course (p. 493).</td>
<td>Kodwa njengomntwana oye aziyite iziwiti (izibiliboco) zakhe phambili kwesona sidlo siphambili (p. 399).</td>
<td>Kodwa njengomntwana oda uphudungi ngaphambili kusiphila komdangele (p. 395).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>After one of us was diagnosed with an ulcer, we used his (p. 500).</td>
<td>Emva kokubehleni wenywe kufunyanisele ukubu unealisa (isilonda esisiwini), saya salumfuna (p. 405).</td>
<td>Amaphakathi emvelele elixulunzi esithi yasebenza ukuphathwa ngendlela (p. 385).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>The PAC members derided this at the time as ANC propaganda (p. 524).</td>
<td>Amalungu e9AC ayinymba ngelo wense le nto ethihe yipetishini (ukuxwebhu ubusuki ngenjongo ethihe) yeANC (p. 423).</td>
<td>Ngaleko sikhathi ke amalungu e-9AC avete akuhleka nje lothi angamphakama ye-A9C yekhakalela igama ngamnaga (p. 403).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>In 1967 we organised a petition demanding better treatment ... (p. 525).</td>
<td>Ngwe-1967 saqapazulelele (ipteshini (uxwebhu lwenzikhala) sinyanzelisa ukubuaphake ngendlela ethihelele ... (p. 424).</td>
<td>Ngwe-1967 sinyeza ukuba kube nephethishini eyiyawawula ukuthi ukuphathwa ngendlela engcono (p. 404).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>For our stew we would pick up clams and mussels (p. 554).</td>
<td>Ukwenza esetyo sithiye sikhole illemi (uhlobo lonokhenkile) neembaza (p. 405).</td>
<td>Ukusele lensi sitsholu, sishisela iisibonakude nesibonakude zemibazaba (p. 430).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>We also caught crayfish, which hides in the crevices of rocks (p. 554).</td>
<td>Saisambili noomunyama (iikhephethi) abezoqinise phantli kwamate (p. 450).</td>
<td>Saisibyile sibambile nesikhuphashe esinakho emekeni koyamadala (p. 430).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Abalone, or what we call perlemo, were my favourite (p. 554).</td>
<td>lisibonakude (oonokwece abakhulu) okanye le nthiho yipetishini yafuna yokudla le nto (p. 305).</td>
<td>Ntuli le hobhuyo kwemdashela ngamphakama ngempula, nokudelelele, ngakwazi ukuphathwa ngendlela (p. 385).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Black Consciousness was less a movement than a philosophy ... (p. 578).</td>
<td>IBlack Consciousness Movement yaseingquhombathi ngaphakathi ukuphathwa ngendlela ethihelele (p. 405).</td>
<td>IBlack Consciousness yaseingqagile khona ekuNtuli yingi yamadhelo, nokho e-iiphetishini yamenzi ukuphathwa ngendlela (p. 385).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>I would speak to the crowd from the balcony of that building (p. 674).</td>
<td>Ndandiza kuthetha nezi zihlelele nikiwelele nikiwelele (indawo ephephuzo) kweso sakhwoo (p. 543).</td>
<td>Ngakhephethani kusikho ngemphakama kuyakwangaqanda, izuluwazi ethihelele (p. 449).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


As has been observed above, the isiXhosa text contains more pages and words than the isiZulu translation. This suggests that there is a kind of expansion or contraction in either of the translations. Expansion or contraction can be determined on the basis of word count. After a close examination of the two translations, it was discovered that Mtuze displays a tendency to explicate or add information, thereby expanding the text, while Ntuli has a propensity to delete or omit certain words or shorten sentences, resulting in a contracted text. Table 4 illustrates instances of expansion.
does not know what Scrabble is. In these examples, Mtuze employed explication as a way of simplifying information for the reader. In his article, he confirms (Mtuze 2003:151) that he sometimes used explication so that the ‘ordinary person could understand’. Words or phrases like ‘uktusho ke’ (which means ‘ngabula bona’ (according to them) or ‘ngabula maqabane’ (as the comrades would say) expose Mtuze’s voice as a translator because these are not translations of words in the source texts but translator’s additions. Ntuli, however, did not see the need to add anything. Unlike Mtuze, he did not regard it as necessary to repeat the direct quote in English in order to render it in isiZulu. It could be argued, therefore, that the tendency to add more information is a personal trait distinguishing Mtuze from Ntuli.

Table 5 draws attention to sentences with deletions or contractions. It is interesting to note that in their attempt to facilitate understanding, Mtuze and Ntuli applied different approaches.
Mtuze seems to prefer elaborate phraseology while Ntuli opts for condensing the text. For instance, Ntuli in example 1 translated the source text in six words while Mtuze did so in 12 words, by omitting certain words or phrases which he thought were not important because they were not contributing to the meaning of the text. For example, the description of *katkop* (example 4) which is provided in brackets in the English and isiXhosa texts is omitted from the isiZulu text. Example 6 is another instance where Ntuli used a metaphor ‘ngaphakakathi kophakakhulu’ (inside I bled profusely) to shorten a longer expression. The choice of metaphor expressed the emotion more strongly than the source text.

### Conclusion

As may be observed from the discussion above, translator style involves decision-making during the translation process. The translator displays her or his personal touch through the words he selects from his or her lexicon or ‘idiolco’. The most important aspect in our adapted definition of style is the recurrence or patterning of certain features. It has also been shown that style can be investigated from different angles, such as use of grammatical aspects, explicitation, or, as in the case of this study, translation strategies. The literature furthermore revealed that style can be identified by comparing translated texts with other translations or with non-translated texts. In this study, we compared isiXhosa and isiZulu translations of Mandela’s autobiography *Long Walk to Freedom*. The investigation of the use of loan words in general suggests that Mtuze is closer to the source text than Ntuli. The frequent use of target equivalents alongside the English expressions not only facilitates understanding but also teaches translation students about translation strategies. Although the use of italics cannot be said to be a unique feature attributable to Mtuze, when compared with Ntuli’s work, it cannot be ignored. In the same vein, by not italicising foreign words in the isiZulu text, Mtuli made evident his thought processes, which differentiates him from Mtuze. By avoiding foreign words as much as possible and adopting the paraphrasing technique, Ntuli was moving the text closer to the reader.

As proposed by Mikhailov and Villikka (2001), expansion and contraction are other features which clearly distinguish the two translators. Mtuze displayed tendencies towards expansion while Ntuli was inclined to contraction. Although contraction and deletion could be disadvantageous to the target reader, in that crucial information could be lost, such a strategy simplifies the text and eases the tension whilst reading; sometimes too-long sentences hamper the reading process. Although sentence construction was not the focus of this study, sentence by sentence alignment suggests that Mtuli prefers to break up longer sentences. This finding is not conclusive but is an area that could be explored further. The analysis presented here illustrates that the function of the translation and the target reader were always at the back of the translators’ minds. It also suggests that Mtuze and Ntuli have different translating styles and have subsequently left indelible fingerprints on their respective translations of *Long Walk to Freedom*. Whether consciously or unconsciously, the two translators exemplified Venuti’s (1986) advocacy for visibility. This is evident in their translation of this autobiography. Doing so did not deter them from displaying their personal imprints as creative writers. As Pekkanen (2010) has indicated that translator style can be investigated in various ways, more features could be examined in future to reveal the style of the two translators or of others. It is hoped that this article will pave the way for further research into comparative translation studies as regards the indigenous languages of South Africa.
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